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A: The original question was already answered by pault, but I'll leave it for future readers. About the black screen,
this is a symptom of the integrity check of the download. Windows have a built in integrity check when you download
an ISO image to make sure it's not infected. I don't think this is the case here because the MD5sum of the ISO match
the checksum provided by the black_magic_design. I've just tried to install it again and the installation works fine this

time. If you want to be safe, you should download the proper ISO from the Blackmagic site and use WinMD5SUM to
verify its validity. It's okay. I'm sure the family understood. Yes, you need to be attentive, but you need to be able to
move on. You must not be into people, or human contact! It means you are not into love, or other relationships, and
that is sad. You must give up your hobbies, and live your life as just being an animal! It sounds like you need to look
for dog companionship, as the family members are going to be "limiting" you too much. But I do think you will still

find a partner. I know you will. You are not that kind of person. You are the kind of person that isn't too picky when it
comes to people, and if you can manage to find the right "person" for you, you will be fine. Meeyad, I so agree with
you. When you are between dogs, you have to find a perfect companion, because your companion in your new dog
will never change. You will be more attached with your dog that won't just do a minute thing that they want to do or
whatever it is.Q: How to debug errors when formatting strings correctly? I'm trying to extract some information from
a string that I have. Now I want to add a prefix to the information, in order to send it through some sort of queue. I

have the following lines of code: NSString *query = [mystring substringWithRange:NSMakeRange(0, [mystring
length])]; Now I want to take the NSString, and add a new column to the start and the end. I thought of something

like this [query insertString:@"\t" atIndex:0];
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